I. INTRODUCTION
The Initial version of snow appeared in 2000 but number of weaknesses were identified due to which it could not pass the NESSIE test [3, 6] . Modified versions of snow were presented by researchers to overcome these weaknesses. [1] Snow is a word oriented stream cipher based on linear feedback shift register with static nature. The use of static values may leave the peepholes for cryptanalysts therefore use of dynamic values may fill these peepholes and increase the security. [4, 9] The versions of snow presented in literature are static in nature with regular clocking which results in low security [4, 9] .
The research presented in this paper converts static feedback based modified snow 2.0 into dynamic feedback based modified snow 2.0 by using two LFSRs. Also the linear behavior of static feedback based modified snow 2.0 is converted to nonlinear behavior by introducing non linear function based on irregular clocking. This dynamic feedback mechanism for LFSR and nonlinear behavior is an effective method to improve the security of snow 2.0 and results in increased complexity for attacker to guess the input. The proposed non linear snow 2.0 is evaluated againstguess and determines attack and experimental analysis shows increased security and performance.
The organization of paper is as follows: Section II depicts the analysis of modified SNOW 2.0. Section III gives description of dynamic feedback. In section IV analysis of guess and determine attack is presented. Section V provides experimental analysis. Section VI discusses results. Section VII gives conclusion and at the end section VII gives the future work II. RELATED WORK Ahmadi et al [1] proposed a Modified Version of snow 2.0 in which a stream of pseudorandom digits in a synchronous stream cipher is independent of the plaintext and cipher text messages, and then combined with the plaintext for encryption or with the cipher text for decryption. A class of stream ciphers whose cryptographic operations are applied on sets of w-bit strings called word, over Galois Field (GF) is called word-oriented stream ciphers. Some of these ciphers are based on a linear part that is an LFSR and a non-linear part also called NLF. SNOW 1.0 and SNOW 2.0 are two word-oriented LFSR-based synchronous stream ciphers developed by Thomas Johansson and Patrik Ekdahl. [2] Safdar. et al [8] implemented alternating step generator and shrinking generator and found that shrinking generator is secure at length of 64 and alternating step generator is secure at the length of 128 so shrinking generator is more efficient and secure than alternating step generator. This research attempt to provide solution to correlation attack by gradually increasing the lengths of initial input bits of linear feedback shift registers which result in increase of key length. Naz et al. [4, 9] analyze the effect of guess and determine attack on snow 2.0 and modified version of snow 2.0 and verify that if the plaintext that has to be encrypted is of small amount, modified Version of SNOW 2.0 should be used and if large data set has to be encrypted original snow 2.0 should be recommended. Saira et al. [5, 10] analyze guess and determine attack against static and dynamic structure of snow 2.0 and compare its effect on dynamic feedback based modified snow 2.0 and static feedback based modified snow 2.0. As a result of the experimental work and analysis, it is concluded that, for the encryption of plaintext dynamic feedback based modified Version of snow 2.0 should be used. Dynamic feedback based modified snow is more secure and reliable for a secure communication as compare to static feedback based modified snow 2.0.
III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The main idea behind the proposed model shown in fig 1 is embedding of dynamic structure in modified snow 2.0 Analysis and Design of Non Linear Snow 2.0 for Improved Security presented in [5, 10] . A dynamic feedback control for linear feedback shift register is effective method to improve security of stream ciphers. The dynamic feedback control mechanism improves the security of a stream cipher because it changes a deterministic linear recurrence of some registers into probabilistic recurrence. This property efficiently protects against numerous attacks. An attacker has to obtain a linear recurrence of the key stream derived from the linear recurrence of some registers. By irregular modification, the linear recurrence exists with a low probability. An attacker has to guess some inputs to the non-linear function for some attacks; however irregular modification makes it impossible. The attacker has to guess the inputs to the dynamic feedback controller first. Thus, irregular modification of the feedback function improves the security of the stream cipher. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Guess and determine attack is applied on proposed Non-linear snow 2.0 and previous versions like static feedback based modified snow 2.0 and dynamic feedback based modified snow 2.0. Guess and determine attack work in such a way that the guess has been made on secret key and initialization values, which are used to initialize the LFSR and FSM's registers. By using these guesses, attacking key streams is generated and these key streams will be compared with the key streams generated by non-linear snow 2.0, dynamic feedback based modified snow 2.0 and static feedback based modified snow 2.0. The complete attack analysis includes two phases. For comparison of key stream, comparison algorithm is used which compare all the key stream of modified snow 2.0 with attacking key stream. Comparison algorithm work in such a way that index compare the key stream of original with attacking key stream, if similar represent it by one otherwise zero will be stored in table. The results presented in table 2 In Phase II, 30 experiments are performed. The only difference is that numbers of key streams are increased in this phase. Each experiment has 1 attack, thus 30 experiments have 30 attacks. 10 attacks are applied on 10 experiments of non-linear snow 2.0, also 10 attacks are applied on 10 experiments of dynamic feedback based modified snow 2.0 and 10 experiments of static feedback based modified snow 2.0. One attack generates 50 key streams hence 30 attacks will generate 1500 key streams. The experimental results show that, by 10 attacks on experiments of non-linear snow 2.0 we cater 8013 similarities, 10 experiments of dynamic feedback based modified snow 2.0 we cater 8512 similarities in dynamic feedback based modified snow 2.0 and also by applying 10 attacks on 10 experiments of static feedback based modified snow 2.0 we cater 8966 similarities in static feedback based Modified snow 2.0. These results shows that if we increase the number of key streams dynamic feedback based modified snow 2.0 without non-linear function and static feedback based modified snow 2.0 is more affected by guess and determine attack as compared to non-linear snow 2.0. Results of experiments are shown in table 3. Fig 6 shows graphical representation of the result presented in table 1. 
A. Evaluation of Phase I

VI. CONCLUSION
In this research, guess and determine attack is applied on proposed non-linear snow 2.0, dynamic feedback based modified version of snow 2.0 without non-linear function and static feedback based modified version of snow 2.0. The guess and determine attack attack consist of two phases; Phase I and phase II and experimental results shows that non-linear snow 2.0 has more resistance against guess and determine attack, and Phase II conclude that for large number of key streams, Non-linear snow 2.0 becomes more secure. As a result of the experimental work and analysis, it is concluded that for the encryption of plaintext non-linear snow 2.0 is more secure and reliable for a secure communication as compare to dynamic feedback based modified snow 2.0 without using non-linear function and static feedback based modified snow 2.0. In future we want to convert static feedback based modified snow 2.0 into dynamic feedback based modified snow 2.0 by using non-linear function with one LFSR. Also memory usage and efficiency of the proposed non-linear snow 2.0 can be measured and may also be evaluated for other common attacks
